
The Rt Hon Michael Gove MP 
Secretary of State for Levelling Up, Housing, and Communities 
2 Marsham Street, London SW1P 4DF 

Cc: The Rt Hon. Claire Coutinho MP,  Secretary of State for Energy Security and Net Zero 

February 2024 

Dear Secretary of State, 

Re: Future Homes and Building Standard (FHS) and Home Energy Model (HEM) consultations 
As leading businesses and organisations involved in delivering new homes and buildings to high sustainability 
standards, we are writing with our view on the FHS and HEM consultations. We would like to meet you to discuss 
the consultations and are available to provide further information in addition to our organisational responses. 

We support the following elements of the proposals which should be implemented without delay. We 
welcome the end of fossil fuel heating and commitment to electric heating. We support integrated on-site 
renewables for new homes, and the extension of energy efficiency measures for dwellings created under material 
change of use. We welcome the proposed HEM as a replacement for SAP. 

However, this is not a definitive Future Homes Standard, but rather a positive step towards it. Many of us 
involved in the development of the Future Homes Hub’s (FHH) five contender specificationsi (CSP) are 
disappointed that the two weakest options are being consulted upon. We request a further iteration of the 
Standard be developed to ensure new buildings are of a higher specification by 2028. In this letter we set out 
immediate concerns to be addressed and outline why further development of the FHS is needed. 

We have immediate concerns to be addressed in the 2025 regulations: 

1. We strongly disagree with the Option 2 notional specifications. Omitting photovoltaics (PV) and lowering
building fabric standards will lead to an additional £600-£700 per year on energy bills for residents of new
homes compared to the current Part L 2021 and Option 1 respectivelyii. The public sector equality duty
ensures Government does not introduce standards which unduly affect those on lower incomes or with
protected characteristics. A lower fabric standard would increase the pressure new homes place on the
electricity grid at a time when the electrification of heat, transport, and industry means demand for electricity
is expected to grow fourfold by 2050.iii All new homes should have integrated PV as standard to maximise
available renewable energy, especially as the cost of installation continues to plummetiv.

2. We strongly disagree with the choice of Primary Energy over Delivered Energy. We see no evidence
provided to justify this choice, with 76% of respondents to the previous FHS consultationv opposing Primary
Energy as a metric. The Climate Change Committee (CCC) supported Delivered Energy for domestic Energy
Performance Certificates (EPCs) vi. The HEM consultation discusses the use of Delivered Energy and a different
metric for the FHS creates Government inconsistency and confusion. Delivered Energy should become the key
metric in this Standard.

3. 3. We support voluntary post occupancy performance testing, but enhanced testing of buildings post-
completion, or “As built” should be mandatory. The proposal to ensure transparency on actual
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performance – acknowledged by Government as a key outcome for EPC reform following the 2021 
consultation – is urgent. We support the introduction of Building Performance Evaluation (BPE), but a wholly 
voluntary approach will not provide the necessary protection from homes built to a sub-standard.vii  BPE needs 
to include simple, low-cost, enhanced mandatory post-completion testing to primarily confirm thermal 
performance, such as short duration whole-house heat loss testsviii. In addition, voluntary post occupancy 
testing needs to be incentivised through regulation 

There is a need to improve on the proposals for a higher standard which delivers on the FHS aims. There are 
substantial issues not addressed in this consultation and a demand for higher standards. The Written Ministerial 
Statement of 13 December 2023 calls for Local Authorities to converge on a common definition of higher levels of 
performance and these should be co-developed during the course of 2024, based on the recommendations set 
out below , and could be used from 2025 onwards. This higher standard can then be used to inform the next 
iteration of building regulations by 2028. 

a) Regulate embodied carbon in new buildings. Embodied carbon makes up 20%ix of UK built environment 
emissions and declarations of whole life carbon are already required for large building projects. Policies to 
measure and limit embodied carbon and apply circular economy approaches within the construction 
sector are urgent and should be included in FHS. 

b) Improve fabric standards for U values and air tightness. Alignment with current good practice can 
improve comfort and achieve a level of thermal resilience and stability to permit sufficient flexibility for grid 
peak load management.x The FHH CSP4 has just 25% of the home heating demand compared to FHS 
Option 1. 

c) Improve new home ventilation systems. Research is urgently needed to determine if trickle vents with 
intermittent extract fans and with decentralised mechanical ventilation (dMEV) deliver the indoor air 
quality and comfort requiredxi. The limited evidence that exists suggest high instances of poor air quality, 
particularly in bedroomsxii. Should the research indicate poor air quality, and comfort, in use the FHS 
should mandate systems such as mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR) to deliver good air 
quality, reduce condensation and mould, and recirculate heat (as addressed in the FHH CSP3, 4, and 5). 

d) Reduce electricity generation investment required. Improvements to building fabric and ventilation 
outlined above have been calculated to save circa £22.6 billion in electricity generation investment over 20 
years compared to Option 1, and would result in a £190/year reduction in bills for occupants. 

Higher standards will not limit housing supply. The FHS consultation stated concern that higher standards will 
increase costs and complexity for housebuilders and limit housing supply. Recent Government studies 

xviii

xiii xiv did 
not find higher standards to be a constraint on housing supply. The additional cost of CSP4, for a one-off 200 home 
site, compared to Option 1, was £13.8Kxv per plot and will be considerably less when delivered at scale. This cost 
will be absorbed through adjustments to land values, as with previous regulation changes, not increasing 
householder costs and not limiting housing supply. Homes built to higher standards have shown to be feasible and 
viable at a local authority level across England, having passed tests of Local Plan inspectionxvi xvii  xix. 

Collaborating for better standards that really work. Lessons from the 2021 FHS pilots, and existing homes built 
to higher standards, should inform a future homes standard. We collectively bring knowledge and experience of 
building to higher standards, and offer practical justification for achievable standards which benefit industry and 
residents in line with net zero goals. We urge you to collaborate with us to develop the standard further. 
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Signatories (as of 20/02/2024, letter open to sign 
until 29/02/2024) 

AHMM 
Architecta Limited 
AWW 
Beyond Carbon Associated 
Bioregional 
Cambridge Retrofit Hub 
Central Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee  
Climate Emergency UK 
Crow Architecture 
Etude 
Futureground 
Gbolade Design Studio 
Good Homes Alliance 
HAUS 
Inkling 
LETI 
MEPK 
Passivhaus Trust 
Phillips Architecture 
Planet 2030 Ltd 
Pure Haus 
Rixon Architecture 
Sovereign Network Group  
Square Gain 
Town and Country Planning Assocation 
Transition Bath 
Traxis Group Lrd 
UK Green Building Council 
UK100 
vHH 
WWA 
XERA 
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